We derive the operator-sum representation for the noise channel that acts on a mode of a free Dirac field, as seen by a relativistically accelerated observer. A modal qubit thus appears as if subjected to quantum noise that degrades quantum information, as observed in the accelerated reference frame. We compare and contrast this noise channel, which arises from the Unruh effect, from a conventional noise due to environmental decoherence. We show that the Unruh channel produces an amplitude damping like effect, associated with zero temperature, even though the Unruh effect is associated with a non-zero temperature. Asymptotically, the Bloch sphere subjected to the channel does not converge to a point, as would be expected by fluctuation-dissipation arguments, but contracts by a finite factor. We note that turning off the drive that generates the acceleration corresponds to a non-completely-positive (NCP) map.
I. INTRODUCTION
Dechorence is an unavoidable phenomenon associated with open quantum systems, which occurs because of their interaction with the ambient environment. This causes the decay of quantum correlations, a resource essential for quantum information processing. A detailed understanding of dechorence, and more generally, quantum information in a relativistic setting would be relevant both from a fundamental perspective as well as to help future experiments involving relativistic observers.
The relativistic effect named after Unruh [1] predicts that the Minkowski vacuum as seen by an observer accelerating with constant proper acceleration a will appear as a warm gas emitting black-body radiation at the Unruh temperature:
where c is the speed of light in vacuum, and k B is Boltzmann's constant. The Unruh effect produces a decoherence-like effect that can degrade quantum information, in particular, teleportation [2] . Its effect on the entanglement of the Dirac and Klein-Gordan fields were studied in Refs. [3] and [4] , respectively. In [3] , the entanglement between two modes of a free Dirac field was shown to be degraded by the Unruh effect and asymptotically reaching a non-vanishing minimum value in the infinite acceleration limit. Further, this Unruh channel may be combined with other, conventional noise, such as the bit flip or amplitude damping channels [5] .
Nevertheless, the Unruh channel is not a conventional quantum noise, which arises because of a system's interaction with its ambient environment. Instead, it arises because the vacua perceived by an inertial and accelerated observer do not belong to the same Hilbert space, which essentially comes about because the representations of the canonical commutation relations of the quantum fields in the two vacua are unitarily inequivalent.
Linear maps describing the dynamic evolution of density operators of a quantum system initially entangled with another quantum system are not necessarily completely positive (CP) [6, 7] , i.e., they can map a positive operator to one that is not positive, unless the map's domain is restricted. It is possible to represent such non-CP maps in the usual operator-sum or Kraus form, with some negative terms included, so that they are described as the difference of two CP maps.
So far the Unruh channel itself has not been described in an operator-sum representation. This is undertaken here, for two modes of a Dirac field described by relatively accelerated systems, for e.g., detectors, in a Minkowski space time. We then compare and contrast the Unruh channel with conventional noise arising from environemental decoherence, in order to obtain a physical interpretation of it. A particular point of contrast is that the Unruh channel may be reversed in a simple way: by turning off the Unruh drive, the cause of the acceleration that generates the Unruh effect.
The article is organized as follows: In section II we introduce the notion of the Unruh effect and also set up the motivation for an Unruh channel. The degradation of quantum correlations caused by the effect are studied and quantified by various measures in section III. In section IV, we characterize the Unruh effect as a quantum noise channel. We compare and contrast the latter from an amplitude damping (AD) channel, and discuss the distortion of the Bloch sphere under its influence. The composability of the Unruh channel with, and its local indistinguishability from, an AD channel, are discussed in Section V. In section VI we discuss, from a quantum information perspective, the physical interpretation of the Unruh channel, bearing in mind its differences with conventional noise. In particular, we note that the inverse Unruh channel (which is an NCP map) is effected simply by turning off the Unruh drive, whereas such reversal is practically impossible for conventional noise. Finally, we conclude in Section VII.
II. UNRUH EFFECT
Consider two observers, Alice (A) and Rob (R) sharing a maximally entangled state of two Dirac field modes, at a point in Minkowski spacetime, of the form
where |j denote Fock states. Let Rob move away from stationary Alice with a uniform proper acceleration a.
The effect of constant proper acceleration is described by a Rindler spacetime, which manifests two causally disconnected regions I and II, where region I is accessible to Rob, and separated from region II by an event horizon. From Rob's frame the Minkowski vacuum state is a two-mode squeezed state, while the excited state appears as a product state [3] :
where ω is a Dirac particle frequency while cos r = , 1] as a ranges from ∞ to 0. As a peculiarity of this effect, as noted in the Introduction, we observe that the states in the left hand side of Eq. (3) are singlemode states, while those in the right hand side are not.
Under representation (3), the state Eq. (2) becomes
Tracing out mode II, we obtain the density matrix:
The 'evolution' of Rob's qubit to a mixed state under the transformation E : ρ A,R → ρ A,R constitutes an Unruh channel.
III. APPARENT DEGRADATION OF QUANTUM INFORMATION UNDER UNRUH CHANNEL
The nonclassicality of quantum information can be characterized in terms of nonlocality (the strongest condition), entanglement, teleportation fidelity or weaker nonclassicality measures like quantum discord or measurement induced disturbance. As seen in the accelerated reference frame, the Unruh effect degrades the quantumness of the state ρ A,R according to each such measure, as discussed in the following subsections.
A. Bell inequalities
The violation of Bell-type inequality indicates that a given bipartite state ρ cannot be modelled using a dererministic local hidden variable (DLHV) theory. Suppose Alice holds a particle with dichotomic properties A 1 , A 2 ∈ {±1}, and Rob holds a correlated particle with similar properties B 1 , B 2 . If a hidden variable λ specifies the values of these four properties, then the quantity
Averaging over any measure of λ, we obtain the the Clauser-Horne-ShimonyHolt (CHSH) inequality [8] (6) where . . . stands for the expectation value. Quantum mechanics is nonlocal in the sense that there are entangled states that violate inequality (6) [9, 10] . On the other hand, the violation may not be observed for a nonlocal state if the settings are not optimal. The PeresHorodecki criterion [11, 12] helps here by giving a necessary and sufficient condition for a bipartite quantum state to be nonlocal. Consider the geometric representation for a general two-qubit mixed state
where I 4 and I 2 are identity in four and two dimensions, respectively. Let µ 1 , µ 2 be two eigenvalues of Γ † Γ, where Γ is the matrix {γ ij }. The CHSH inequality Eq. (6) is violated for some pairs of settings of Alice and Rob if and only if
where B(ρ) = max(µ i + µ j ), [13] . For ρ A,R ,
and hence B(ρ) = 2 cos 2 r. For a −→ ∞, cos 2 r −→ ) is plotted as a function of Unruh acceleration.
B. Concurrence
A weaker measure of quantum correlation is entanglement, for example as quantified by concurrence for the general mixed state ρ of two qubits [14] is given by
where λ i is the square root of the eigenvalues, in decreasing order, of the matrix
where ρ * is the complex conjugate of ρ in the eigenbasis of σ z ⊗ σ z . In Fig. 1 , the black curve presents C as a function of Unruh acceleration. As C > 0 asymptotically in Figure 1 , the Unruh channel is seen to be not entanglement-breaking.
C. Teleportation
From the perspective of application to quantum information processing, the quantumness of correlations in ρ A,R may be quantified by the fidelity between the input and output states of quantum teleportation [15] using the EPR channel ρ A,R . Here it may be noted that ρ A,R can also be a mixed state [16] , and not necessarily pure, as required in the original teleportation protocol.
Suppose Alice and Rob share an initial mixed state ρ A,R to be used as channel for teleportation, and Alice has an unknown state |ψ of a third particle A , to be teleported to Rob. If B k denotes the projectors to the Bell basis in the Hilbert space H A,A , then the probability to obtain a given Bell basis outcome k is q k = Tr[(B k ⊗ I)(|ψ ψ| ⊗ ρ A,R )]. Based on Alice's classical communation of k to Rob, he applies a suitable local unitary V k to obtain state ρ k . If |ψ is chosen uniformly from the Bloch sphere then the fidelity of the input and output states of the teleportation is given by
where the integral uses a uniform Haar measure. Maximizing over all quadruples of such V k gives [12]
where µ j are eigenvalues of Γ † Γ defined in Eq. (7). The maximum fidelity attainable in the above teleportation protocol with out the use of entanglement is known to be bipartite states shared amongst Alice and Rob. For the given ρ A,R , if ρ A and ρ R are the reduced density matrices, then the mutual information that quantifies the correlation between Alice and Rob is 
Since there exists a local measurement strategy that leaves ρ A,R unchanged, ρ A,R can be considered as classical. Then, I(Π(ρ A,R )) quantifies the classical correlation. Thus the difference between I(ρ A,R ) and I(Π(ρ A,R )) should quantify the quantumness of correlation between Alice and Rob. This difference known as QMID,
is a measure of quantumness of the correlation. In Figure 1 , we find that M > 0 throughout the range considered, implying that the system remains nonclassical, as expected.
IV. GEOMETRIC CHARACERTIZATION OF THE UNRUH CHANNEL
Consider the maximally entangled two-mode state in which the second mode is Unruh acclerated. The result-ing state, which is the state given in Eq. (5), is
Without the factor 1/2, this is just the Choi matrix |i i|E(|j j|) [17] , from which we can derive Kraus representation for E [18] . Following the procedure for constructing Kraus operators we have
which describe the Unruh channel:
and satisfy the completeness condition
While this is formally similar to the operator elements of an amplitude damping (AD) channel [19] , there is a fundamental difference, as discussed in Section VI A.
For an initial pure qubit state
with Bloch vector
Eq. (24) shows that the Bloch sphere gets mapped to the inscribed solid object shown in Figure 2 , whose south pole osculates with that of the Bloch sphere, while the north pole (corresponding to initial θ = 0) is located midway between the Bloch sphere center and south pole:
. This is thus a kind of an interrupted AD channel. By virtue of linearity of the map, it follows that the maximally mixed state maps to the Bloch vector which is the average of the above two, beinĝ
Thus the channel is non-unital, with the new Bloch representation of the initially maximally mixed state being
The geometry of the contracted, noisy version of the Bloch sphere can be inferred from Eqs. (24) and (25) to be:
From Eq. (24), the area of the circular section of the oblate spheroid is A(θ) = π(x 2 +ŷ 2 ) = 
The eccentricity of the oblate sphere is given by
where a and b are the semi-major and semi-minor axis, which are seen from Eq. (27) to be
(corresponding to θ = π 2 ) and 1 2 (corresponding to θ = 0, π), respectively.
V. COMPOSABILITY OF AD AND UNRUH CHANNELS
A genuine AD channel may be introduced and the additivity properties of the Unruh and physical channel may be looked into. Consider a state
with real α. The action of Unruh noise yields
while that of an AD channel on state ρ U above is: Under the Unruh channel (Eq. (18)), the Bloch sphere (the outer sphere) is asymptotically mapped to the inner solid oblate spheroid, of volume 1 4 th of the Bloch sphere, and centered at (0, 0, − The Kraus operators of noise E U V are
(33) Setting γ = γ cos 2 r + sin 2 r, the above Kraus operators cab be written as
which has the form of an AD channel. The same observation holds if the order of the AD and Unruh channels are inverted. This closure under composition is a manifestation of the semi-group property of AD channels.
VI. PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION
The origin of the Unruh channel is, as noted, quite different from a conventional noise channel. We discuss below some aspects of this difference from a quantum information theoretic perspective.
A. Virtual noise and Unruh radiation
In spite of the formal similarity of the Unruh channel to the AD channel, there are two differences from a conventional AD channel. One is that the damping parameter sin r in Eq. (18) can never go to 1. This means that the state remains logically reversible, and Rob can in principle reconstruct the initial state tomographically. For an AD channel, which is derived using the Born-Markov and rotating-wave approximations, one can invoke the fluctuation-dissipation theorem to require the convergence of the Bloch sphere at initial time to a single fixed point of the evolution asymptotically. The finite contraction factor derived in Section IV thwarts this behaviour.
Another point is that the rank of ρ u in Eq. (17) is 2, and not 4. This is reflected in the fact that there are only 2 canonical Kraus operators, given in Eq. (18) . This is a bit surprising because we ascribe a finite temperature τ Eq. (1) to the bath observed by the accelerated observer, which is expected to correspond to ρ u of rank 4 [20] . This entails that the Unruh noise corresponds to only a single Lindblad channel corresponding to a de-excitation process. Now if the environment were a conventional finitetemperature bath, then we should have also the Lindblad excitation channel corresponding to the qubit absorbing a photon from this bath. The lack of the excitation channel here suggests that, from the physical perspective of an inertial detector, the Unruh background interacts as a vacuum, even though Rob views it as a thermal Rindler state in his own reference frame. Our result appears to support the view [21] that Unruh radiation may not be an actual physical phenomenon, in the sense of causing transitions in an inertial detector.
B. Switching off the Unruh drive
In the case of a conventional noise due to environmental decoherence, there is no simple way to reverse the noise. 'Turning off' the interaction with the environment leaves the qubit in a mixed state, while its further evolution is unitary. By contrast, the relativistic transformation here entails that turning off the Unruh drive returns the state to the product form (3) with a = 0 (ignoring the effects of any local unitaries, or interaction with a genuine bath in the interim time). We expect that this inverse Unruh channel Φ −1 cannot be CP because, given the Unruh channel's formal similarity to the AD channel, the latter proceeds by setting up an entanglement between a system and its environment. Thus Φ −1 would formally be like a map on a state that is initially entangled, and thus in general lead to an NCP map.
Given the Unruh channel Φ R , we require its inverse Φ
Solving the above, we find that the required inverse channel is given by the difference of two CP (but non-trace preserving) maps, determined by the single Kraus operators, respectively:
Thus, the inverse-Unruh channel
where the intervening negative sign is the tell-tale indication of Φ −1 R being a non-CP map, a general Hermitian map that can formally apply even when the initial correlations between the system and the bath are non-classical [7, 22] .
It may be verified immediately that Φ −1 R satisfies the completeness condition:
That the inverse-Unruh channel Φ 
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The quantum state of a Dirac field mode qubit in Minkowski spacetime, as observed by Rob in a constantly accelerated frame, is perceived to be degraded by the Unruh effect. We show that this mimics the effect of an AD channel (of rank 2), even though the Unruh effect is associated with a non-zero temperature (suggesting a generalized amplitude damping channel, of rank 4). The damping parameter sin r attains the maximal value of 1 √ 2 , and not the maximum possible value of 1. Therefore, in the limit of infinite time or acceleration, the Bloch sphere is contracted by a volume factor 1 4 to an off-centered oblate spheroid that osculates with the Bloch sphere at the south pole. That the damping parameter never attains 1 means that the thermalized state perceived by Rob is logically reversible and in principle allows a tomographic reconstruction of the state observed in the inertial frame. In particular, we show that switching off the Unruh drive corresponds to an NCP map.
